
 

 

Buckhill Capital Joins Council for Inclusive Capitalism 

Buckhill Capital has joined the Council for Inclusive Capitalism, a global movement of 

leaders dedicated to promoting a more inclusive and sustainable form of capitalism 

The Council for Inclusive Capitalism is a non-profit organization for global business leaders and 

investors who are committed to using capitalism as a force for doing business that benefits 

people, our communities, and the planet. By joining the Council, Buckhill is part of a growing 

community of investors and business leaders who are committed to using capitalism to drive 

positive social and environmental change. 

The Council represents $10.5 Trillion in Asset Under Management, $2.1 Trillion in Market 

Capitalization, and 200 Million workers spread across 163 countries. Steward members of the 

Council for Inclusive Capitalism make actionable commitments aligned with the World Economic 

Forum International Business Council’s Pillars for sustainable value creation — People, Planet, 

Principles of Governance, and Prosperity — and that advance the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals. By working together, we can create a more just and equitable world. 

 The organization's members come from a wide range of industries and geographies and 

include CEOs of major corporations, asset managers, and academics. Together, they seek to 

promote a more inclusive and sustainable form of capitalism by sharing best practices, 

collaborating on initiatives, and working together to create positive change. 

 Consistent with the Council’s mission, Buckhill Capital invests in companies that create 

sustainable systems and foster healthy communities, Buckhill is committed to creating long-term 

value for its investors and society as a whole. 

If you share our mission, we invite you to Join the Council. 

About Buckhill Capital 

Buckhill invests in people on a mission to build sustainable systems and healthy communities. 

Buckhill provides expansion stage capital for companies with proven products. 
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